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1987 ANNUAL REPORT OF REACTOR VESSEL SURVEILLANCE CAPSULES

The specimen surveillance capsule insertion and withdraw schedules are detailed
in the Babcock & Wilcox Owners Group (BWOG) topical report B AW-1543,
Integrated Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program. BAW-1543 Rev. 2,
Addendum 1 was submitted to the NRC for approval in BWOG letters (J. H.
Taylor to T. E. Murley), dated August 6,1987 and August 27, 1987. NRC
approval was provided in the NRC SER (B. Siegel to J. H. Taylor), dated
September 18, 1987.

During refueling outage VI (1987) the following capsules were removed or
inserted as planned per BAW-1543.

Holder Location
Tube in Tube Removed Inserted

YZ top OC1-C TMI2-LG1
YZ bottom OCl-B TMI2-LG2
YX top OC2-E TMI2-D
WX bottom CR3-F TMIl-F

The current list of surveillance capsules installed in the Crystal River 3
reactor as of January 1,1988, is as follows:

Holder Location Capsule
Tube in Tube ID

XW top CR3-E
XW bottom TMI1-B

WZ top OC2-B
WZ bottom CR3-LG2

ZY top OC3-F
ZY bottom CR3-A

YZ top TMI2-LG1
YZ bottom TMI2-LG2

YX top TMI2-D
YX bottom OC3-D.

WX top OC3-C
WX bottom TMll-F

Ownership of Capsules
Florida Power Corporation: CR3- A , CR3-E, CR3-F; CR3-LG2(B&W

Owners Group)

Duke Power Corporation: OC1-B, OC1-C, OC2-B, OC2-E, OC3-C,
OC3-D, OC3-F

8803010447 800224
PDR ADOCK 05000302
R PDR
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Metropolitan Edison Company: TMll-B, TMll-F, TMI2-D; TM12-LG1 and
TM12-LG2(B&Y' Owners Group)
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1987 ANNUAL REPORT OF CHALLENGES TO PRESSURIZER PORV & SAFETY
VALVES

The Power Operated Relief Valve (PORV) was challenged (opened with the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) under pressure) seven times during calendar year
1987. Four of these challenges resulted from procedural requirements which-

ensure that the valve is operable during plant heatup. The challenges occur at
500 psig. These openings were on January 15, January 22, August 6, and August
30, 1987. The PORV was opened two times on March 7,1987 and once on March
8,1987 for transient pressure control while the reactor was at power. Integrity
of the RCS boundary was restored after each challenge.

There were no challenges to the pressurizer safety valves in 1987.

. . - . - . .- - _ _ _ - .- - -- , -- - ..
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CRYSTAL RIVER UNIT 3

ANNUAL REPORT OF FACILITY CHANGES, TEST, AND EXPERIMENTS IN
ACCORDANCE WITH 10CFR50.59(b).

JANUARY 1 - DECEMBER 31, 1987

In the attached report, each number refers to the Safety Evaluation questions
listed below:

1. Is the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction evaiuated in the FSAR increased?

YES NO,

2. Is the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type
than any evaluated in the FSAR created?

YES NO,

3. Is the margin of safety, as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specification reduced?

YES NO,
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10 CFR 50.59 EVALUATIONS PERFOR' FED
ON PIANT MODIFICATIONS

IN ACCORDANCE WITH MAR PROCEDURES

FACILITY MODIFICATION DESCRIPTION / SAFETY EVALUATION

Fuel Assembly Structural Tubing Change structural tubing from cold worked to
(85-04-12-01) annealed material.

1. No, the structural adequacy and reli-
ability performance of the fuel assembly
structural tubing is described in

Section 3.1.2.4.2 of the FSAR. The
change from cold worked to annealed
structural tubing consists only of a
material change, and calculations have
been performed to show that the design
is structurally adequate. Therefore,
there is no impact on the probability of
an accident or equipment malfunction.

2. No, the structural adequacy and reli-
ability performance of the fuel assembly
structural tubing is described in

Section 3.1.2.4.2 of the FSAR. The
change from cold worked to annealed
structural tubing consists only of a
material change, and calculations have
been performed to show that the design
is structurally adequate. Therefore,

this modification does not impact the
performance of the reactivity control
safety systems and does not introduce
any accident not previously evaluated in
the FSAR.

3. No, the fuel assembly structural tubing
includes the guide tubes which interfac-
es with the reactivity control safety
systems; the requirements are specified
in Section 3.4.1 of the Tech Specs. The
change from cold worked to annealed
guide tubes consists only of a material
change, and calculations have been
performed to show that the design is
structurally adequate. Therefore, there
is no impact on the performance of the
reactivity control safety systems and
hence the margin of safety provided by
the Tech Specs.

N8JT1 7 1-
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F CILITY MODIFICATION DESCRIPTION / SAFETY EVALUATION-
, ,,

Fuel Rod Pre-Pressure Reduce fuel rod pre-pressure.

(85-04-12-02)
1. No, the structural adequacy and reli-

ability performance of the fuel rod
cladding is described in Section
3.1.2.4.2 of the FSAR. The reduction in
fuel rod pre-pressure is only a manufac-
turing change to ensure that the inter-
nal pressure does not exceed the nominal
RCS pressure at the end of life.

Calculations have been performed to show
that the modification is structurally
adequate. Therefore, there is no impact
on the probability of an accident or

'
equipment malfunction.

2. No, the structural adequacy and reli-
ability performance of the fuel rod
claddin6 is described in Section

3.1.2.4.2 of the FSAR. The reduction in
fuel rod pre-pressure is only a manufac-
turing change to ensure that the inter-
nal pressure does not exceed the nominal
RCS pressure at the end of life.

Calculations have been performed to show
that the modification is structurally
adequate. Therefore, this modification
does not impact tha performance of the
reactivity control safety systems and f

does not introduce any accident not '

previously evaluated in the FSAR.

3. No, the fuel rod cladding does not
interface with the reactivity control
safety systems in Section 3.4.1 of the
Tech Specs, and there are no other Tech
Specs covering the fuel rod cladding.
Therefore, there is no impact on the
margin of safety provided by the Tech
Specs.<

'

Zirconium Spacer Crids Replace Inconel grids with Zirconium.
(85-04-12-03)

1. No, the structural adequacy and reli-
ability performance of the fuel assembly |
spacer grids is described in Section,

3.1.2.4.2 of the FSAR. The change from
Inconel to Zirconium spacer grids con-
sists of a material and a design change;
calculations have been performed to show ;

that the modification is structurally
adequate. Therefore, there is no impact i

on the prebability of an accident or i

equipment malfunction.
!

N8JT1-7 2
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FACILITY MODIFICATION- DFSCRIPTION/ SAFETY EVALUATION -., ,

- 2. - No , the - structural -adequacy 1 and reli-~
ability performance of the. fuel ~ assembly.
spacerJ grids is described ' in Section.

3.1.2.4.2 ~of - the FSAR. The change' from
- spacer' grids consists.of a~ material and

a design changa; calculations have been-
performed ~to show that the modification
is - structurally adequate. .Therefore,-

'

this ' modification does not impact the
performance of the reactivity control
safety systems and does not introduce
any accident not previously evaluated in
the FSAR.'

.

3. No, the spacer.' 6 rids do not interface
with the reactivity control safety
systems . in Section 3. 4.1.. o f the Tech.

Specs, and there are no other Tech Specs
covering the spacer grids. Therefore,

there is no impact on . the margin of'
safety provided by the Tech Specs.

'

Extended Life CRA Replace 304 stainless steel clad with Inconel
(85-04 12-04) 625 cladding.

l. LNo, the Control Rod Assemblies (CRA's)<

are described in .Section 3.2.4.2.2 of-

the FSAR. The. external appearance of
the extended life CRA is identical to
that of the basic MK-B design. The

i extended life CRA uses an Inconel 625.
' clad material as a replacement for the

standard 304 stainless steel clad to

) take advantage of the improved irradiat.
ed ductility and creep behavior,'

i
| The extended life CRA weight is identi-
'- cal to that of the standard design,
; i.e., 130 pounds. This maintains CRA

scram times and scram loads on the
Control Rod Drive Mechanisms (CRDM).

The extended life CRA meets its most
limiting mechanical criteria and
thermal hydraulic limits,

,

r.
! The design and application modifications

[ to the standard MK B CRA to quality for
; the maximum integrated duty cycle of the

extended life CRA affects the control

i rod reactivity shutdown capability in

I two ways:

N8JT1 7 3
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FkCILITYMODIFICATION_ DESCRIPTION / SAFETY EVALUATION-
,, ,

a. The extended life CRA design has a
smaller diameter silver-indium-
cadmium (Ag-In-Cd) neutron poison.
This reduction is offset by extend-
ing the. actiu poison length by 5
inches from 1% to 139 inches, the
maximum povs b ' e , thereby conserv-
ing neutron y ison mass.

b. The longer service life- of the
extended life CRA causes greater
depletion of poison initial iso-
topes.

The FSAR guidelines are satisfied
because the design differences between
the standard MK B CRA and the extended
life CRA have a net negligible effect
upon CRA reactivity control or shutdown
capability functions. The reactivity
worth changes resulting from design
differences are small and are either in
a conservative sense, or a design
allowance is provided in current design
prac' ice, such as the poison depletion
alle a ,

2. No, .he external appearance of the
extended life CRA is identical to that
of the base MK B design. The extended
life CRA user an Inconel 625 clad
material as a replacement for the
standard 304 stainless steel clad to
take advantage of the improved irradiat-
ed ductility and creep behavior.

.

The extended life CitA weight is identi-

! cal to that of the standard design,
i.e., 130 pounds. This maintains CRA
scram times and scram loads on the
Control Rod Drive Mechanisms (CRDM).

( The design differences between the
standard MK-B CRA and the extended life
CRA have a net negligibla effect upon
CRA reactivity control or shutdown
capability functions.

3. No. Technical Specification 3/4.1.3'

"Movable Control Assemblies" describe
the Tech Specs regarding control rod
assemblies.

N8JT1 7 4
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FACILITY MODIFICATION DESCRIPTION / SAFETY EVALUATION-
,

The extended life CRA modification does
not change the requirements for CRA' t.,
i.e., inoperable rods, position indica-
tion and rod drop times.

The extended life CRA weight is identi-
cal to that of the standard design,
i.e., 130 ' pounds. This maintains CRA
scram times and scram loads on the
Control Rod Drive Mechanisms (CRDM's).

The reactivity worth changes resulting
from design differences are small and
are either in a conservative sense, or a
detign allowai.ce is provided in current
design practice.

Although the margin of safety vill not
be reduced because of this modification,

Technical Specification 5.3.2 "Control
Rods" will require revision. TS 5.3.2
describes the physical characteristics
of the control rods.

EFIC System Modify EFIC System to automatically bypass
(86-05-24 01) EW initiation on loss of MW pumps when

'reactor power is below 20% and the NI/RPS is
!in shutdewn bypass.

1. No, none of the changes affect 4FIC
actuation logic to increase the proba-
bility of an occurrence or the const-
quence of an accident than previou31y
evaluated in the TSAR.

2. No, none of the changes affect EFIC
actuation logic to create an accident of ;

a different type than any previously i

evaluated in the FSAR.

3. No, all changes do not affect accuracy,
response time, or initiate logic for any
EFIC function, and therefore, does not
affect the margin to safety as defined
in the Tech Specs. [

i

EF Flow Control Modify EFIC System to prevent excessive EF
(86 05-25-01) flowrates.

1. No, none of the changes affect EFIC i
'

actuation logic to increase the proba-
bility of an occurrence or the conse-

,

quence of an accident previously evalu- |

ated in the FSAR. ;

N8JT1 7 -5-
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FACILITY MODIFICATI_Ojf . DESCRIPTION / SAFETY EVALUATION, ,

2. No, none of the changes affect EFIC
actuation logic to create an accident of
a different type than previously evalu-
ated in the FSAR.

3. No, none of the changes affect the
initiate logic for any EFIC function and
does not reduce the minimum EW flow
requirement or the margin to safety as
reported in the Tech Specs.

R.G. 1.97 Mods - Limit Switch This modification addresses the replacement

(82-05-03 08) of existing limit swltches with environmen-
tally and seismically qualified limit switch-
es for 12 isolation valves and 7 emergency
dampers.

1. No, part of this modification is for
replacement of exiting limit switches
for containment isolation valves in

order to comply with R.C. 1.97, Rev. 3
requirements for environmental and
seismic qualification. Installation of
this portion of the modification will
not require revision to FSAR Sections
5.3.1.

The remaining portion of the modifica.
tion adds or replaces environmentally
qualified limit switches for emergency
ventilation dampers in order to comply
with R.C. 1.97, Rev. 3 requirements for
qualified position indication of emer-
gency ventilation dampers used for

isolation. Installation of this portion
of the modification will require revi-
sion to FSAR Section 7.4.2.

It has been concluded that this modifi-
cation will not increase the probabilf.ty
of an occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of equipment

important to safety as previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

2. No, this modification is for upgrading
existing equipment and adding limit

switches for indication in order to meet
the requirements of R.G. 1.97, Rev. 3.

It has been concluded that this modifi-
cation will not create the possibility
of an accident or malfunction of a

N8JT1-7 -6
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FACILITY MODIFICATION DESCRIPTION / SAFETY EVALUATION.
,

different type than any previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

3. No, this modification is for upgrading
existing equipment and adding additional
indication to meet the requireme'nts of
R.G. 1.97, Rev. 3. It will not reduce
the margin of safety as defined in the
bases sections 3/4.6.3, page 3/4.6 15

3/ .7.7, page 3/4.7 20 of the CR34and
technical specification.

ICS Mod for Rapid W Reduction Modify the ICS System to rapidly reduce W
(83-04-19 01) pump speed ond close the W control valves

after a reactor trip. j

1. No, this modification neither increases
the probability of occurrence nor the
consequences of an accident or malfunc-
tion of equipment important to safety as
previously evaluated in the FSAR. RFR

is actuated only after reactor trip and
therefore cannot change the course of
events prior to reactor trip.

RFR is designed to be effective in
reducing feedwater flow only after

reactor trips from Mode 1 operation.
RFR, although actuated after all reactor
trips, does not reduce feedwater flow
af ter reactor trips from Mode 2 opera-
tion, because the steam generators are
already on low level control.

Actuation of RFR after reactor trip from
Mode 1 operation will reduce the proba-
bility of overcooling transients result-
ing from continuing feedwater flow or
premature refeed after reactor trip. By
reducing the rate and magnitude of
reactor coolant pressure and pressurizer

i
level decrease af ter reactor trip, RFR
will reduce the probability of actuating'

| SFAS or requiring operation interven-
tion.

Accidents from operation in Mode 1

analyzed by the Safety Analysis in

Chapter 14 of the FSAR assume that
feedwater flow is reduced to decay heat
cooling levels soon af ter reactor trip.
The addition of RFR after reactor trip

| will increase the probability that the
! assumed feedwater flow reduction will

N8JT1-7 -7-
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FACILITY MODIFICATION DESCRIPTION / SAFETY EVALUATION-
, ,.

take place. Accidents which compromise
the ability to continue to provide main
feedwater (e.g., Loss of Electric Power,
Feedwater Line Break) assume emergency
feedwater will be actuated by EFIC.

2. No, this modification does not increase
the possibility for an accident or
malfunction of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the FSAR. The
actuation of RFR af ter a reactor trip
from mode 1 operation affects only the
amount of feedwater flow after reactor
trip. It cannot affect the sequence of
events before a reactor trip; therefore,
it cannot create an accident of a type i

different than those previously evaluat-
ed in the FSAR.

Accidental and unnecessary actuation of
RFR not preceded by a reactor trip in
Mode 1 operation would lead to temporary
reduction of main feedwater (less than
two cinutes) and subsequent reactor
trip, unless the operator terminates RF1t
by transferring feedwater control to
manual. The safety consequences of the
total loss of main feedwater have been
analyzed as described in FSAR Section
14.2.2.9.3.a., pages 14-75 and 14 76,

iwhich states that "the Crystal River RCS
design will accommodate 15 minutes of
RCS heatup following a Loss-of-Feedwater
Accident without core or rector coolant
boundary damage."

3. No, this modification will not reduce
the margin of safety, as defined in the
basis for any Technical Specification.
The Technical Specifications do not i

address requirements for main feedwater
or for the ICS in Section 2.1, "Safety
Limits", Section 2.2, "Limiting Safety
System Settings" or in any subsection of
Section 3/4, "Limiting Conditions for
Operation and Surveillance Require-
ments".

letdown Cooler Installation - Install NUKON insulation on all letdown
,

Insulation piping. |
(87-08 03-01) :

1. No, NUKON will have equal to or better
thermal protection to safety related
systems and components. The NRC has .

N8JT1-7 -8-
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F[CILITYMODIFICATION DESCRIPTION / SAFETY EVALUATION.

, .,

approved NUKON for use in conpainment.
The NUKON insulation weight /f t is less
than the Transco. It will not _ require
additional supports. It will qualify
seismically.

2. No, the NRC has approved the use of-
NUKON for use inside containment. All
possible areas of potential safety
concerns have been addressed (fire, sump
blockage, heat loss,_ chlorides).

3. No, Tech Spec 3/4.6.1.5 require that RB
temperature be held to 130 F. This
modification adds a parallel letdown
cooler. Heat loss to the RB will not be
increased as the NUKON insulation will
give equal or better thermal protection
when compared to the existing letdown
cooler trains.

SPDS Main Control Board Installation of two CRT display monitors and

(81 06 38 01) two control panels on the ICS main control
board.

1. No, the SPDS has no control function and
no safet;y related significance. There-
fore, the probability of an occurrence
or the consequence of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to
safety is not increased by this modif1-
cation.

2. No, this modification is treated as
safety-related only because of drilling
into a safety-related structure but does

"

not create the possibility of an acci-
dent or malfunction different than any
previously evaluated in the FSAR.

3. No, this modification has no control
function and no safety-related signifi-
cance and does not effect any technical
specifications. Therefore, the existing
margin of safety is not reduced.

RC Pump Power Monitor Replace 32 C.P. Clara relays with Agastat

(82-01 16) time delay relays.

1. No, addition of the time delay does not
exceed allowable RPS response time.

2. No, Agastat relays perfora the same
function as C.P. Clare relays.

N8JT1-7 9-
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F CILIT MODIFICATION DESCRIPTION / SAFETY EVALUATION.

, ,

3. No, the allowable RPS response time is
not exceeded.

Eliminate Rate of Sump Level Eliminate the rate of sump level monitor
Change Alarm alarm.

.(81-ll-40 00A)
1. No, this modification affects an alarm

function only. Channel operability
remains unaffected, i.e., indication of
sump level.

2. No, no other systems are affected - only
the alarm of sump level is modified.

3. No, the alarm function being modified is
not addressed in the Tech Specs.

CRDM Quick Vents Replace the existing 68 CRDM closure and
(87-10-14-01) venting assemblies with Quick Vent Closure

Assemblies.

1. No, the existing closure assembly on the
CRDM is being replaced with a new
closure design consisting of a Quick
Vent assembly which utilizes the exist-
ing closure nut. The RC pressure
boundary configuration is the change
that would affect safety criteria. The
components being added by this modifica-
tion will provide an RC pressure bounda-
ry with equal integrity to that of the
original components. FSAR Section
3.2.4.3 is not affected by this modifi-
cation.

2. No, the changes made by this modifica-
tion do not affect any of the criteria
or accidents considered in FSAR Section
3.2.4.3. See item 1 above for change
details.

3. No, this modification does not affect or
reduce the ability to meet the require-
ments of Tech Spec Section 3/4.1.3. See
item 1 above for change details.

Solid State Programmer for Replace the programmer and programmer control
Rod Drive System assemblies in the group power supplies 5 thru
(87 03-04 01) 8 and the auxiliary SCR power supply.

1. No, the normal control function is

unchanged. Electro mechanical equipment
is replaced with more reliable solid
state equipment.

N8JT1-7 -10-
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FACILITY MODIFICATION DESCRIPTION / SAFETY EVALUATION.

, ,

2. No, new equipment is in the same physi-
cal location and performs the same
function as original equipment. Electro-
mechanical equipment fault monitors are
not required with the solid state

design.

3. No, rod speed is controlled more accu-
rately. Rod position indication and
electronic trip are not affected.

R.G. 1.97 - Recording Modify NNI equipment to interface with R.G.
Requirements 1.97 equipment.
(84 08-10 04)

1. No, this modification does not change
the operation of any existing plant
instrumentation or control systems.
Existing recorders are being replaced
with new recorders with improved read-
ability and failure mode characteristics
and controls are being relocated per
Human Factors guidelines which will
rsduce the probability of an accident.

2. No, the new instrumentation being added
is for post accident monitoring only and
provides no control input. Operation of
existing instrumentation and control

systems is unchanged.

3. No, plant system operating setpoints and
de sign limits as defined by the Techni-
cal Specifications are not affected by
this modification since there is no
change being made to the operation of
existing plant instrumentation and
control systems.

Plug Incore Closure Housing Remove and plug incore closure housing for

(T87-12-06-01) location 3 M.

1. No, the incore detector system provides
information on actual flux distribution
in the core which allows for the decer-
mination of hot channel factors and
relative flux peaks both radially and
axially. The incore detector system
does not provide actuation of safety
systems, thus an accident or malfunction
of equipment important to safety cannot
happen by operating without String 40.

N8JT1 7 11-
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FACILITY MODIFICATION DESCRIPTION / SAFETY EVALUATION-
. ,

2. No, the full incore detector system is
still operable to monitor tilt and
imbalance. Excore NI's are calibrated
to incore detector system indicator
which are still valid without String 40.
Also, excore detector imbalance set-
points are based upon the incore error
offset adjustment equation which is

still valid without String 40 since it
assumes 25% detector failure in any one
quadrant.

3. No, imbalance setpoints are still

applicable without String 40 because the
incore error offset equation is still
valid.

Tilt setpoints are still applicable
without String 40 because String 40 is
not a symmetric incore. Also, the
Technical Specifications measurement
uncertainty values for nuclear enthalpy
rise hot channel factor and nuclear heat
flux hot channel factors are unchanged.

Replace SFV-18 & 19 Remove and replace containment isolation

(85-09 04-01) valves.

1. No, the original system design function,
operation, performance, and isolation
characteristics are unchanged. There-
fore, there would be no new or addition-
al accident scenarios.

2. No, this modification does not change
the functional or isolation performance.
Therefore, this modification does not
create any unevaluated safety concerns.

3. No, there is no change in the redundant
provision of the ioslation configura-
tion. The margin of safety is un-
changed.

N8JT1 7 -12-
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10 CFR 50.59 EVALUATION OF P0QAM
PROCEDURES PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE AI-401

PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION / SAFETY EVALUATION

j

MP-174 (Rev. 8) "Power Piping Snubber Rebuild Procedures" -
MP 175 (Rev.-5)

1. No, the corrosion of these snubbers will
be negligible. The snubber will be
inspected for operability by a formal
engineering program and will not consti-
tute a safety hazard.

2. No, an engineering evaluation has shown
the lack of paint on these snubbers will
not create a different accident or
malfunction than evaluated in the FSAR.

.

!3. No, engineering evaluation has shown
that the margin of safety will not be
reduced.

OP 402 (Rev. 53) "Makeup & Purification System"

1. No, increasing the seal inj ection
flowrate from 8 to 10 gpm will reduce
the probability of occurrence and the
consequences of an accident due to

thermal cracking of the RCP shafts and
Covers.

2. No, RCP shaft failure is considered by
the FSAR accident analysis, therefore,
there is no possibility of a different
accident being created.

; 3. No, the basis of T.S. are not reduced.

N8JT1 7 -13-
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10 CFR 50.59 EVALUATIONS PERFORMED ON
FSAR TEXT CHANGES IN ACCORDANCE WITH

PROCEDURE NOD-ll

FSAR SECTION IDENTIFICATION / SAFETY EVALUATION

1.9 and 7.4.4 1. No, no changes in plant design or
operation are being made by clarifying
the interactions between CR-3 and the
other fossil units at CR.

2. No, these changes are editorial in

nature and different type accidents or
malfunctions are not created.

3. No, the margin of safety is not reduced
because these text changes only clarify
the interaction of non safety hardware
and systems at the CR site.

6.0, 6.1, 8.2.2, 9.0, 1. No, the changes to all sections except
9.5 and 14.3 6.1.2.4 are editorial in nature. The

change to Section 6.1.2.4 brings the
core flood tank capacity into agreement
with the Tech Specs limit. None of
these changes increase the probability
or consequences of an event evaluated in
the FSAR.

2. No, these changes correct references and
in the case of Section 6.1.2.4 bring the
FSAR and T.S. into agreement. The
possibility of an accident or malfune-
tion of a different type is not created.

3. No, the change to Section 6.1.2.4 brings
the FSAR into agreement with the T.S.
The other changes are editorial and do
not affect the margin of safety.

t

9.8 1. No, the local bell alarm in the wet pipe
system cannot be heard in various areas
of the plant because of high background
noise levels. Audible and visual alarms
are available in the control room. No

event is created by removal of the local
bell alarm and the probability of

occurrence is not increased.

N8JT1-7 14-
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2. No, a fire will still be detected and
' '

the visual and audible alarm' in the
control room - will ^ provide notification
- to - the operators . that the fire protec-

tion system has activated. No different
accidents or malfunctions are created by
not having local bell alarms on the wet
pipe system.

3. No, the local bell alarms are not-
defined in the T.S. therefore there is
no reduction in the margin of safety.

12.1.4 and 12.2 1. No, this change is adainistrative in
nature and does not change negatively
the quantity or quality of training
given. This change does not affect.
plant equipment or design. This changes
does delete the periodicity requirements
for licensed operation requalification

'

exams. The periodicity will be speci.
fied in training department procedures.

2. No, there is no change to plant operat-
ing procedures or practices as a result
of this change.

'
3. No, plant personnel training and quali-

fication is not adversely impacted by ,

this change. Tech Spec bases are not
affected by this administrative change.

,

12.1.1, 12.1.2 and 12.8 1. No, the management structure described
in these changes are consistent with
Section 1.7. It does not increase the
possibility or consequences of an

"

accident to change the description of
,

|
management positions.

L

,

2. No, the changes do not impact any
| accidents or malfunctions assumed in the

FSAR. The management descriptions are
consistent with Section 1.7 and it is -

not necessary to duplicate the same
information in two FSAR sections. ;

3. No, the margin of safety is not reduced
,

since personnel job descriptions are not i

described in the T.S. basis.
,

I
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12.4 1. No, this FSAR change only revises the
revision level of the Emergency Plan
given in the text.

2. No, the possibility of a new accident or
malfunction cannot be created by 'a
revision level and date change.

3. No, margin of safety is not affected by
a revision level and date change.

Appendix 12C_ 1. No, this is an administrative program;
the revisions do not change the scope of
training and do not affect the quality
of training given to licensed operators.
This revision .does not change plant
design or equipment operating proce-
dures. There is no adverse effect on
the quality of operator training. Plant
equipment and procedures and other
required operator training is still

covered. This revision did not reduce
the scope of training. Plant design and
operator proficiency have not been
negatively impacted.

2. No, there has been no change to plant
design by this revision.

3. No, training is not covered in Tech Spec
Basis as a requirement to meet a techni-
cel specification margins of safety.

8.1, 8.2.1, 8.2.3 1. No, these changes do represent changes
to CR-3 design or operation. Changes
more clearly describe existing condi-
tions.

( 2. No, loss of off-site power consequences
are not affected by these changes.

3. No, the conditions discussed by the
applicable Technical Specification Basis

,

are not affected by this change.

|

|
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